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Definitions:
Good:

God Is Love (a)
[Topic 5 – Lesson One – pp. 1-20]
1.

Compare Gray, Dark and White entities.

Agnostic:

Gray—

Merge:
Dark—

Gay:

White—
Noir:

2.

Describe Azna and Om’s nature and role.
Jealousy:

Omnipresent:

Forgiveness:

3.
What are some ways to deal with
Darkness?

Miracle:

Infinite:
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Devas:

Discussion:
1. Discuss the statement – all irritating entities do not
have Gray souls.

Avatar:

True or False: [“T” for True, “F” for False.]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

We cannot turn Dark White, but be examples for
those on the Other Side and perfect our souls. ( )
White can’t turn Dark or Gray, but they can be
derailed. The purpose of the Dark is to derail. ( )
More Grays turn White while in life on Earth,
rather than while they are on the Other Side. ( )
In Genesis, it says, “We created,” referring to a
male and female God. ( )
It was a soul’s choice to be Dark, Gray, white. ( )
Grays have Guides (unless they turn Dark), but
Darks do not, only a conglomerate force. ( )
Some, out of false ego, decided to be Dark. ( )
White entities can be manipulated or influenced
by Darkness, but they quickly readjust
themselves. ( )
Love is just a word unless it is put into action. ( )
Everyone is co-dependent on someone/thing. ( )
Have righteous anger against injustices; the
dignity of the soul must be respected at all costs.
( )
We can forgive and forget everything. ( )
Sightings of the “Blessed Mother” are Azna. ( )
Negativity comes from Dark entities on this
planet; they do not like when Light accelerates. ( )
There is no one taken against their exit time. ( )
A white entity’s essence can be scared, so we must
add salve to the soul of others from the hurt. ( )
You must have knowledge for spirituality. ( )
There is nothing that man can think of that is not
in existence – even gnomes and fairies. ( )
Things are sentient; they hear you. ( )
Christ was a Direct Report, and so was
Apollonias, Buddha, Mohammed and Lady of the
Lotus. ( )
Christ died on the cross. ( )
Christ was a Gnostic, not a Christian. ( )
Mother and Father God created all we know. ( )
We’re never alone; we have crowds around us. ( )
God’s Universe is in the shape of a man with
many planetary systems within this silhouette. ( )
Azna and Om look like all the races. ( )
Christ brought the New Law of a God of love, in
rebuttal to the false gods of the Old Testament. ( )
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4.

What are the basic beliefs of Gnostics?

5.

What don’t Gnostics believe in?

God Is Love (b)
[Topic 5 – Lesson Two – pp.21-38]
1.
Compare the false god of the Old
Testament to the Gnostic true God of love.
False god:

True God:

2.
What are some personal false gods of
man?

Definitions:
Worship:

3.

What is the nature and role of Gnostics?

Fanatical:

Forgiveness:

antichrist:
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Avatar:

Discussion:
1.

What was Christ’s purpose?

Communion:

True or False: [“T” for True, “F” for False.]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

We are descendants of God, becoming god-like.
( )
“Two or more gathered” refers to synergism and
the power within you to create, not to Christ. ( )
Advanced thinkers ask questions. ( )
God experiencing through us has total knowledge
and experience; He already has it in His now. ( )
All love is really the search for self-love. ( )
People choose to advance spiritually. ( )
Honor thy father and thy mother only if they are
honorable. Give horror & respect if deserving. ( )
We are not a “New Age” religion. We are a
resurgence of Gnosticism as old as time. ( )
This is the Age of Awareness and Rationale. ( )
Children are little people with feelings/souls. ( )
If you die in sin you will go directly to hell. ( )
What God has joined together, let no man put
asunder means don’t split intellect & emotion. ( )
Every day of our life is a prayer to God. ( )
Father God is humanized and get angry. ( )
We are all avatars from Nuvo seeking truth. ( )
By 2000, Gnosticism will be a world religion.
When the truth comes out, it will all over. ( )
We were called Gnostics and Essenes before
Christ, and Gnostic Christians after the time of
Christ. ( )
Christ promoted God’s greatness, not his own. ( )
There is nothing holy about a war. ( )
We are all God made flesh, not just Christ. ( )
Our Chart is written but Azna can soften it. ( )
Most churches focus on making lots of money and
using fear and promoting Christ, not God. ( )
The level of your suffering will also be the height
of your achievement. ( )
Knowledge is gained slower in a perfect place. ( )
Patterns repeat until we face them. ( )
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2.
Differentiate among the Levels of the
Soul.
Upper:

[Topic 5 – Lesson Three – pp. 39-57]
1.

Compare “desire” to “creating.”

Middle:

Lower:
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Definitions:
Guilt:

True or False: [“T” for True, “F” for False.]
1.
2.

4.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Compare “power” and “empower.”

Power:

8.

9.
10.
11.
Empower:

12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

5.

How can we overcome “Specialness?”

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
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The minute you ask where is my spirituality, you
are already on the road towards it. ( )
Dark entities have their own Other Side, they
prefer life on Earth which is their heaven. ( )
All extraterrestrials want to harm us. ( )
When one person falls, it diminishes everyone. ( )
When good is called, it is called from all over. ( )
There is no such thing as your higher self. ( )
The only reason you could be lonely is if you have
not given out love. ( )
If you make partnership the ultimate without
being a partner to yourself, you are in the lower
self. ( )
Most Soulmates are not here with us, but are on
the Other Side waiting/helping/guiding us. ( )
Gnostics are heretics. ( )
The Council of Nicaea was to get rid of
reincarnation, not the Trinity. ( )
Children come in with psychic spiritual
knowledge of Spirit Guides, the Other Side and
the White Light, but it is programmed out of
them. ( )
Everyone should aspire to levitate. ( )
Depression is a very self-indulgent state in which
no person should reside. ( )
Depression causes the chemical imbalance, not eh
chemical imbalance the depression. ( )
Gnosticism frees man from feeling unworthy and
elevates man back to his rightful place. ( )
“Specialness of Self” is spiritually dangerous and
promotes a false god and perception of self. ( )
Nothing can attack your persona as God. Your
actual essence, which is God, can’t be harmed. ( )
Gnostics are not meek. They are warriors. ( )
do not give others the power to bludgeon you. ( )
The more you suffer, the more God loves you. ( )
Your reality check comes at age 9 or 10 – also
fear, guilt and “specialness of self” hurt-points. ( )
Surrendering total self is a cult. But surrender to
a cause that is higher than yourself in yourself. ( )
To put out negativity brings it to you, but
justifiably fighting back does not. ( )
Of all the Holy Books, the Bible has gained the
most power, but look at it as a history book. ( )
Suffering is self-indulgent. “Special” people feel
they deserve more because of their suffering. ( )
Program, but not to the point of obsessiveness. ( )
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Give it all up and follow me.

The Soul’s Choice (b)
[Topic 5 – Lesson Four – pp. 57-80]
1.
What are the causes/solutions for physical
and psychological addictions/obsessions?
Causes:

Separate chaff from the wheat.

3.

What are some Gnostic attributes?

Solutions:

Definitions:
Obsess:

Programming:

Religion:

2.

Explain these quotes from Christ.

If you bring forth what is within you, what you bring
forth will save you. If you do not bring forth what is within
you, what you do not bring forth will destroy you.
Cult:

Sin:
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Sinister:

29. Be non-judgmental of the soul. ( )

Discussion:
1. Write down your obsessions and how you have
managed to uproot them from yourself or tried.
Compassion:

True or False: [“T” for True, “F” for False.]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

16.
17.

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

28.

You can live as well off as you please and still be
impoverished in your soul. ( )
When you become obsessive, you push the very
thing away from you that you wish to aspire to. ( )
Your wants are a physiological thing and have
nothing to do with your Chart. ( )
You have total free will on Earth. ( )
You are always in a state of learning. ( )
People abandon themselves, not others them. ( )
Buddha said, “Release things into the Universe.”
Be compatible and in harmony with all things. ( )
The more spiritual you are, the more alone. ( )
Adults fear death more, as compared to children
who are so fresh from the Other Side. ( )
If you are addicted to a person, let them go in a
protective bubble of Light to come back or not. ( )
Hate consumes the mind less than love. ( )
After overcoming obsessive emotions, we have the
joy and pride in accomplishment. ( )
There are very few earthbound ghosts. ( )
A ghost is someone who has not made the
transition to the Other Side, but a Spirit has. ( )
Christ was not Christian but a Gnostic and
Essene. After him came a Christianity we do not
know. ( )
You can buy salvation. ( )
Instant karma can occur with malicious intent,
and some interpret this as a “curse” if bad follows.
( )
Keep righteous anger but let go of hostility. ( )
Christians put in the lion’s den were Gnostics. ( )
Each one of us comes to God individually. ( )
You have to be religious to be spiritual. ( )
Christ was born on June 25, not December 25. ( )
better to love and help each other all year long,
than to give many gifts at Christmas time. ( )
Most people are afraid to die, of loss or to be
alone, but we all suffer in our own way. ( )
We can will ourselves to die when we’re ready. ( )
Birth is a horrendous experience to go through.
( )
Identify what you learn, not suffered; you don’t
want pain to be lost. But pain strengthens the
soul. ( )
We choose lives for our spiritual advancement
towards God, so all injustices make sense. ( )
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3.

Who is the Great Battle over?

4.

How can we dispel Darkness?

The Great Battle (a)
[Topic 5 – Lesson Five – pp. 81-95]
1.

Compare Noir-Earth-hell to Nuvo.

Noir:

Nuvo:

5.
Compare Mission and & Example Life
entities.
2.

Compare goals of Dark vs. White entities.

Example:

Dark:

Mission:

White:
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Describe “Collective Negativity.”

6.

Discussion:
1. Discuss the benefits of going through pain.

Definitions:
Karmic Catalyst:

2. Discuss the premise of miracles.

True or False: [“T” for True, “F” for False.]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Once you are aware of the enemy and the form it
takes, it can no longer be an enemy to you. ( )
Some entities seem to be emitted from the Godhead
with more ability to evolve. ( )
Depression is a grayness that can attack us, and we
can be manipulated by ego buy we snap back. ( )
When we die, the tunnel comes out from us. ( )
Nuvoites serve God directly, refuse dogma or false
gods and have many lives to prepare for battle. ( )
Everyone but the Dark go to the Other Side. ( )
You are cursed during Collective Negativity. ( )
Three people make up a mini-universe. ( )
Wear your badge of pain with courage. ( )
You must be your own “significant other.” ( )
Justice does not always survive on this planet. ( )
Gathering together empowers each other. ( )
What happens to a person who is fighting for
something affects everyone. ( )
Your solar plexus tells you if something is right for
you. Think for yourself what is right. ( )
Christ founded many churches. ( )
The only time you should look back in life, is to see
how steep the mountain is you have come up. ( )
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2.

Describe our future community life.

3.

What are some false concepts about evil?

The Great Battle (b)
[Topic 5 – Lesson Six – pp. 95-114]
1.

How can we stand against negativity?

Definitions:
Poltergeist:
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True or False: [“T” for True, “F” for False.]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

Early morning and late at night are unguarded
moments open to attack. ( )
In occult practices, there is not freedom, and there
are constant demands. ( )
You can break a person’s Chart. ( )
Anyone with mediumistic qualities emits a bright
blue light attracting those who need help. ( )
Your Light gets brighter as you evolve. ( )
Things are sentient. They have a longer life-span if
you talk to them; the molecular force listens. ( )
When a person turns white, they turn instantly.
When they turn Dark, it takes longer. ( )
Earth is the greatest test. The Darkest of Dark and
the Lightest of Light came here as a final test. ( )
Communicating Guides have to be humanized to
care about our feelings. ( )
To give up part of your life to help other is the only
way to the true Gnosticism. ( )
You can know something without experience. ( )
Validate truth by what you feel inside. ( )
All things of beauty that man has created and
loved on Earth can be reproduced on the Other
Side. ( )
If you carry the banner of truth higher, sometimes
you may be psychically attacked more. ( )
When good rises, negativity rises up to meet it. ( )
We can be tempted by greed and ego. ( )
We can reach perfection in this life. ( )
One Light entity can dispel 30,000 Dark. ( )
Dark entities keep recycling into life, and in the
final schematic God reabsorbs them back. ( )
Man can only be kept good if he is afraid. ( )
Love God, do not fear God. ( )
Manmade evil, God did not. A loving God cannot
make evil. Dark entities chose Darkness. ( )
God will not ask you to sacrifice your children or
for you do deny the dignity of your soul. ( )
Negativity is for man to push against. ( )
Fear and evil feeds upon itself. ( )
Monks wore a tonsure to get infusion. ( )
Dark entities can come cowled and faceless. ( )
Dark entities can come through Light in life. ( )
We do not believe in bigotry, prejudice, greed. ( )
Gray can choose to turn either White or Dark. ( )
A White entity could Chart himself to be a
“sacrificial lamb” for a greater good. ( )
White entities can “fall” because of pride and ego,
and Gray can turn Dark because of greed. ( )
White stays White, Dark stays Dark, but the Gray
is up for grabs to turn either way. ( )
Dark and Gray have no intelligence or talent. ( )
People who are not Gnostics can be White. ( )
White can be irritants, so we can’t judge souls, but
everyone can sense the presence of evil. ( )
Our goal is to ascend spiritually to divinity. ( )
Most people don’t fear death, but absorption. ( )

Society of Novus Spiritus

39. It is more tiring to be around a Gray than a Dark,
because you always have to fill them with love. ( )
40. Whether it is jealously, avarice, hate or cruelty, at
the bottom of every wrong is greed. ( )

Discussion:

Version 1.1

1. Discuss how what happens on Earth impacts the
whole Universe, and how other learn from us.
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Gray:

The Great Battle (c)
[Topic 5 – Lesson Seven – pp. 115-134]
1.

2.

3.

6.

What is our motive, how do we achieve it?

7.

How can we stop psychic and self attack?

What are negative implants?

Who bears the responsibility of implants?

8.
How are the Kabala/Lost Gospels
Gnostic?

How can we dismiss negative implants?

Kabala:

Lost Gospels:

4.

How can we distinguish intent or motive?

Definitions:
Cocooning:

Morphic resonance:

5.
Describe how Dark/Gray entities
function.
Dark:

Psychic attack:
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Folie a deux:

Discussion:
1. Discuss the statement—if the motive is pure, let the
listener be the one responsible for the spoken word.

Pivotal souls:

Psychic:

Church:

Hypocrisy:
2. Explain the basic premises of Gnosticism.

True or False: [“T” for True, “F” for False.]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.

Prayer directed towards a human being cures. ( )
Stick together. Don’t be separate & powerless. ( )
Some Gray now are turning Dark because of
greed, so battle lines are being drawn. ( )
Gnosticism is a new religion. ( )
Don’t be gloomy, miserable, hateful, rejected,
negative or judgmental, but have dignity of self,
righteous anger and pride of accomplishment. ( )
Your body follows what your mind tells it. You do
not have to be ill. ( )
As we grow, we see the larger picture. ( )
We planned our life so stand tall and smile. ( )
God will believe in you, whether you believe in Him
or not. Love yourself to love God. ( )
Dogma kills psychic & spiritual development. ( )
AIDS is the wrath of God. ( )
Emotion is our most beautiful asset/worst culprit.
If your I Am is intact, no one can hurt you. ( )
Cults are full of controlling fear and deception.
We promote knowledge, love and understanding.
( )
Better to have righteous anger than Pollyanna. If
you are wimpy, you become hypocritical. ( )
Don’t let the faith in yourself be shaken or let the
emotion side of your brain take into ego. ( )
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3.

How did the Gray start?

4.

Describe “Children of the Lie.”

Gnostic Warriors (a)
[Topic 5 – Lesson Eight – pp. 135-148]
1.

2.

What is our voice?

Explain when and how Darkness started.
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Golden Seal:

What effects can these robots have on us?

Guardianship of the Mind:

True or False: [“T” for True, “F” for False.]
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Definitions:
8.
9.

Ignorance:

10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.

Spiritual knowledge:

16.
17.
Aura:

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
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As long as entities incarnate, Dark entities will be
separate from the Light of Creation. In the final
stage, God will absorb this Created Mass into the
Uncreated Mass to see if it can be purified. ( )
Inn every myth, there is a rebellion in the heavens
of a good god fight a bad god. ( )
You must experience every race, creed, color,
continent and aspect to spiritually evolve. ( )
Earth is a shadow world, a Dark kingdom where
Darkness has more power. ( )
Dark entities go through the Left Door, a revolving
door, and White go through the Right Door. ( )
Ignorance doesn’t create bigotry and judgment. ( )
God allowed Darkness in His unconditional love to
give us something to push against. ( )
We can judge Darkness by judging the act. ( )
We each resonate to our own tone and color, and
plants also have their own tone. ( )
Our original voice or chime is still intact in the Hall
of Chimes on the Other Side. ( )
Everyone’s tone is not agreeable to us, but
advanced people vibrate to more tones and colors.
( )
Council and Archetypes are voices before us. ( )
Etheric statements do not have to be logical. ( )
“Walk-ins” do not exist. ( )
Dark entities usually work alone, where Children
of the Lie operate in groups. ( )
When spirituality rises, Darkness rises with it. ( )
One of the best forms of protection against
Children of the Lie is to remove yourself. ( )
You cannot hurt Dark entities, but the Grays are
disturbed, confused and are wandering. ( )
White souls gain strength from what we do. ( )
You will find White souls in every religion. ( )
There are no mysteries. We do not have to accept
anything on faith, but we accept it on logic. ( )
Agnostics ignore truth, while Gnostics see it. ( )
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5.
Why do we experience pain on Earth if
the Dark stay Dark, and the Light stay Light?

Gnostic Warriors (b)
[Topic 5 – Lesson Nine – pp. 149-end]
1.
Why is it important to know about
children of the Lie and Dark entities?

2.
If Dark entities recycle so quickly, who
manipulates them?
6.
What do we ask for to protect ourselves
daily?

3.

How can we get out of despair?
Definitions:
Motive is everything:

4.

Why must we ask for Angels to attend us?
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To center yourself:
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Church:

Discussion:
1. Discuss a test or pattern that recycled back into
your life until you faced it and broke the pattern,
or how you put the situation in a circle outside f
you to deal with it.

True or False: [“T” for True, “F” for False.]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

24.

There is no mysticism in Creation of mystical
truths that you are not able to garner. ( )
White entities have Archetypes, Archangels,
Seraphim and Cherubim to call on. ( )
Dark entities do not have Guides. If a Gray entity
turns Dark, the Guide removes themselves. ( )
Dark entities have vicious Totems from the
“Monster Realm.” ( )
Gargoyles on cathedrals attract Darkness. ( )
Dark Angels cannot hurt us but can disrupt our
thought processes creating despair and futility. ( )
God did not know that there would be a fluke in
which Dark souls chose to be Dark. ( )
The minute you die, you escape hell. You come to
Earth to gain knowledge through adversity. ( )
Dark Angels and Dark entities will eventually be
reabsorbed by God into the Godhead. ( )
Psychic attack looks like a munge, green gas, can
make us feel depressed and create nightmares. ( )
The only hold ground you have is you, so keep your
temple free from alcohol or drugs. ( )
Every person in the world could ask for St.
Michael, and he could be there. ( )
Dark entities have loyalty to their own kind. ( )
Because someone uses Christ or God’s name does
not mean they are White. It is how they live. ( )
If you keep carrying a pain, you draw it in
stronger. So let it go, and give it to God. ( )
You can love all White entities, and every irritant
is a Dark entity. ( )
God is on all sides. Everything is in His now. ( )
Since time is speeding up, so are our tests. ( )
The more you come to Church, the greater the
grace and the power of your God-Center. ( )
all of us conglomerately together, as the emotional
side of Him, are experiencing for God. ( )
If you are sic, say “I do not want to be sick
anymore, and I have learned the lesson.” ( )
Love is never lost. If you do not get love from one
person, you will get it from another. ( )
You can program to wake up at 3:00 AM and
bring back answers to problems from the Other
Side. ( )
We are here to rinse away evil, devils, fear, hurt,
pain and guilt and to give hope, help and love. ( )
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2. Describe unconditional love and how to achieve it
on this plane.
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